The work presents an alternative method for encoding shape-information of video objects, which is a new requirement in the recent revolution of video codec scheme: compressing and transmitting object-based video streams. The proposed method takes the advantage of the latest development in the video encoding -motion compensation on the base of mesh presentation of frame -to complete its target. The so-called constrained Delaunay mesh is deployed to represent video objects, which are detected from a previous video object detector (in a consistent case of scene, detector can simply function like a segmenting phase of video frame). This special mesh structure in one hand constructs the base for successive motion compensation taking root on mesh-vertices. In another hand, the virtue of constrained property opens a possibility to encode the shape of video object implicitly, therefore it reduces the amount of transmitted information. With constrained Delaunay mesh, shape information of objects is presented with polygon, therefore lossy. The problem can be alleviated by increasing the number of boundary vertices at the cost of bandwidth. The work also puts a stress on controlling this trade-off. Results of integrating the proposed method into a full VOP codec scheme are encouraging.
Introduction
The revolutionary approach of recent MPEG-4 Visual Standard is firstly allowing the transmission of arbitrarily shaped video objects (VOs). In the new scenario of video transmission, scene consists several VOs, which in turn possess their own textures, motions and shape information. The bitstreams of theses VOs and accompanying composition information can be multiplexed such that the decoder receives all the information to decode the VOs and arranges them into a video scene in accordance with users' demand. In comparison with older members of the MPEG family, such as MPEG-1 / 2, first and foremost a new challenge is posed to developers: how to send the transparency and the shape of VOs to decoders efficiently. Within the scope of this work, we restrict ourselves to opaque objects only. Therefore binary shape information (whether pixel belongs to associated object or not) carried in the alpha channel (dedicated channel for shape information) is satisfactory. Basically, there are three methods to encode this type of information: Chroma-key: actually no alpha channel is necessary since the shape information is encoded implicitly in the texture information of the VOs. It is possible thanks to the fact that the background object of a scene often has a static, homogenous and distinguishable color. As a result, boundary of other foreground objects can be easily located by simple color segmentation. Pixel-based: firstly the silhouette of VOs is created by assigning two different intensity values to inner and outer pixels of given VO. The resulting binary mask then can be treated as an independent "texture" and encoded as usual. Exploiting the bi-values of the mask, special encoding methods are dedicated to pixel-based presentation of shape information, such as context-based arithmetic encoder (CAE) in [5] , modified modified-read (MMR) in [6] . Contour-based: only those pixels, which lie on the boundary of VOs become targets of shape encoder. Numerous techniques are developed to reconstruct the positions of these outlining pixels in either lossy or lossless manner. They are modified vertex-based, chain coding, baseline-based B-splines, polar coordinate based, etc ( [2] , [7] ). Other novelty of MPEG-4 Visual standard can be found in texture encoding. Blocks or macro blocks are no longer used as elementary units for encoding texture in motion compensation manner. VOs are now constructed by quadrilateral or trilateral mesh with either regular or irregular topology instead of block structure. The topology consisting of nodal positions and connectivity are sent to the decoder while the texture is reconstructed by compensating the predicted topology and its warped texture with error residual. The goal of our work here is twofold. First we propose constrained Delaunay mesh to represent VO of interest. Coincidentally the deployment of this special mesh opens a possibility to encode shape information implicitly. We dedicate the next section to introduce in detail the implementation of this technique. In section 3, we integrate the proposed shape coder into a full scheme of mesh-based VO compression and transmission. We close our discussion with some conclusions and future development in section 4. Our shape encoder can be classified into contour-based group. For the sake of simplicity, it takes the silhouette, that is the mask of video object plane (VOP: a snapshot in time of VO) as the input, which is already given as the output of some preprocessing of the video sequence. Note that this is a common supposition for shape encoder; it does not show any strong constraint, which reduces the generality of solving the problem shape encoding. That is because in some simple scene, the mask distinguishing the foreground from the background can be easily obtained by simple color-segmentation and / or median filter with suitable threshold. The output of the shape encoder is the constrained Delaunay mesh, which plays a double role in the overall scope of VO transmission. It not only conveys implicitly the mask information, but also creates a structure for reconstructing texture with mesh-based motion compensation coming afterward.
Implicit shape coding with constrained Delaunay mesh
Functionality of the shape encoder can be separated into three phases: contour-pixel extraction, iterative shape approximation and constrained Delaunay mesh generation.
Contour-pixel extraction
The common input of shape encoder -the binary mask -is more suitable for pixel-based encoding method. Our method -as a member of contour-based group -deals with the pixels lying on the boundary of the VOP only. Therefore the extraction is necessary. We define a contour-pixel as following: In order to help the process identify the "inner" and the "outer" pixel, minor human interaction is involved: one pixel must be marked by user as a reference inner one. Afterward the first contour-pixel is detected by tracing up vertically from the given reference pixel until the topmost contour-pixel is found. Possessing the contour-pixel i, a recursive search for new contour-pixel i+1 in its four-neighbor pixels (vertical and horizontal) is processed. By checking only four neighbor pixels in horizontal and vertical direction, we ensure that neighbor contour-pixels have successive index, which is important in the shape approximation phase. Finally, when the aforementioned recursive procedure stops, we restart it again with one modification: the qualified pixels now are the neighbor-pixels in the diagonal direction. The post evaluation detects such contour segment, which has only one diagonal common pixel with the already detected contour segment. The resulting set of contour-pixel is the lossless presentation of the shape information.
Iterative shape approximation
The efficiency of contour-based shape coding method depends on the number of contour pixels. In some special case, we do not need the lossless presentation of the shape, for instance, when the origin shape resulted from an inadequate segmenting preprocess is already noisy, its lossless presentation does retain the artifacts of the given shape. The art of lossy coding method here lies in selecting appropriate contour-pixels, which construct the best fitting polygon to the origin shape-curve. We deploy the approach in [8] : for each polygon side, it is checked whether the approximation of that side and the associated contour segment lies within a tolerance; If not, a new vertex is inserted at the point of largest prediction error, i.e. its distance to the polygon side is farthest; The same evaluation is processed for the 2 newly created polygon sides. The initial polygon with two vertices can be either two farthest contour-pixels, or two intersection points of the regression line of the contour and the contour itself, or the contour-pixel with abrupt change in gradient of the shape-curve and its farthest contour-pixel.
Constrained Delaunay mesh generation
After constructing a set of contour-pixels, which satisfy the approximation error category, we stretch a constrained Delaunay mesh onto the VOP as in [3] . The mesh generation must be controlled so that: 1. No new vertex is inserted on the polygon side connecting two successive contour-point (then it is contradict to the effort of the previous shape approximation); 2. Minimum number of vertices are created inside the VOP to reduce the cost of encoding their positions; 3. The areas of emerged triangles must be relatively small for better performance of texture compensation based on piece-wise warping of every area inside the associated triangles. Figure 2 outlines the block diagram of our VO codec scheme. The shape coder discussed in section 2 plays an important role in VO extraction unit. This is a quasi automatic process. The set of segments detected in preprocessing unit is offered to end user (author, composer) so that he / she can link them together according to their logical meaning, that is, to declare several VOP possessing one or more regions. It is the only one phase, in which human interaction is involved (therefore it is quasi automatic). Then the shape coder constructs the constrained Delaunay mesh onto the segments of interest. These operations happen when frame (VOP) is considered as intra. In the successive inter VOP, motion vector of every node of the mesh is predicted. In the current work, we deal with mesh consisting of a constant number of nodes along the time. As a result, possessing of nodal vectors in inter VOP (they are backward motion vectors BMVs) together with adjustment of geometry from the one already stored since the latest intra frame (they are called forward motion vectors FMVs), decoder can reconstruct the texture of VOP compensated with residual error transmitted in a separate channel (Figure 2 ). Note that, geometry information contains nodal positions and nodal connectivity in general. The virtue of (constrained) Delaunay mesh makes the transmission of connectivity redundant: nodal position uniquely identifies the connectivity of the mesh. We refer readers to [9] for detail discussion of how we encode nodal motion vectors, nodal positions and residual errors. There the VO extraction is processed in a sophisticated way, deploying temporal-spatial segmentation, which produces constrained Delaunay mesh structure and their related nodal motion vectors at the same time. The goal of the scheme proposed in this work is to simplify the VO extraction phase. Being separated into small element operations, the extraction process becomes more flexible and interchangeable. 
Integration of shape coding in a full VOP codec scheme

Conclusion and perspectives
The boom of the Internet together with rapid development in digital store capacity makes multimedia applications more and more popular and indispensable thanks to their possible integration of multi information-source through a uniform network and media. In this new era, efficiency of image / video compression, object-based feature of audio / video communication become a real challenge to researchers. Taking the advantages of some revolutionary keytechniques defined in MPEG-4 standard: mesh-based presentation, our scheme tends to reach close to the target. VOs are extracted in a quasi automatic manner, constrained Delaunay mesh is deployed to characterize the concerned VOs. Transmission of their positions not only saves the transmission of mesh connectivity, but also creates a vertex-base for processing the famous mesh-based motion compensation for texture of VOs. The proposed scheme still has several points for optimization. For given tolerance, initial polygon created by either the largest gradient contour pixel and its farthest one or the intersection point of the regression-line and VO contour shows a sub-optimal solution to the number of contour pixel against the deviation-error. Nodal motion vectors in the current work is simply block-based searching. The constant topology of the mesh should be involved in the estimating process to reduce the uncertainty of decision. 
